**Low Power Memory Device**

**Selective Row Activation (103a)**
- Activate only subrows that contain storage locations to be accessed
  - selective word line activation
  - selective sense line activation

**Receive memory access request and corresponding enable bits**

**Execute memory access by selectively enabling resources that correspond to subbanks indicated by the enable bits to contain one or more storage locations to be accessed and disabling others**

**Selective Column Read (103b)**
- Form signal paths between output buffers and subbank sense amplifiers only for subbanks that contain data to be read in the column read operation
  - selective sense-access line activation
  - selective column decoder enable
- Load read data only into output buffers that correspond to storage locations to be accessed
- Enable only output drivers that correspond to storage locations to be accessed

**Selective Column Write (103c)**
- Form signal paths between output buffers and subbank sense amplifiers only for subbanks that contain data to be overwritten in the column write operation
  - selective sense-out line activation
  - selective column decoder enable
- Load write data only into input buffers that correspond to storage locations to be accessed
- Enable only write drivers that correspond to storage locations to be accessed

**Selective Precharge (103d)**
- Precharge only subbanks that contain accessed storage locations

**Selective Clock Enable (103e)**
- Generate only clocks provided to resources that correspond to storage locations to be accessed

---

**Abstract**

“A method of operation within a memory device comprises receiving address information and corresponding enable information. The address information includes a row address that specifies a row of storage cells within a storage array of the memory device, and the enable information includes first and second enable values that correspond respectively to first and second storage locations within the row of storage cells. The method involves selectively transferring data between the first storage location and the sense amplifier circuitry if the first enable value is in an enable state and transferring data between the second storage location and the sense amplifier circuitry if the second enable value is in the enable state. The states of the first and second enable values may be separately controlled.”
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*Form signal paths between output buffers and subbank sense amplifiers only for subbanks that contain data to be overwritten in the column write operation
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**NORMAL MODE**

121a Load request into request buffer

123a Activate row of storage cells that spans J subbanks of an address-selected bank (i.e., activate J subrows)

125a Decode column address to form J paths between core access data path and address-selected sense amplifiers within each of J subbanks

Read

Write or Read Access?

Write

127a Load N write data bytes into write data buffer and N write mask bits into mask data buffer

129a Drive N-X write data values onto core-access path, where X = no. reset write mask bits

131a Load N read data bytes into read data buffer

133a Enable N output drivers to output N read data bytes onto external data path

135a Precharge bitlines and sense amplifiers in J subbanks

**LOW POWER MODE**

123b Load request into request buffer and N enable bits into enable buffer

125b Decode column address to form J-Y paths between core access data path and address-selected sense amplifiers within each of J-Y subbanks

Write or Read Access?

Write

127b Load N-X write data bytes into write data buffer, where X = no. reset enable bits

129b Drive N-X write data bytes onto core-access path, where X = no. reset enable bits

131b Load N-X read data bytes into read data buffer

133b Enable N-X output drivers to output N-X read data bytes onto external data path

135b Precharge bitlines and sense amplifiers in J-Y subbanks
LOW POWER MEMORY DEVICE

RELATED APPLICATIONS


FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The disclosure herein relates to integrated circuits, data processing and to data storage within a data processing system.

BACKGROUND

[0003] In modern memory devices, storage banks are commonly partitioned into a set of small, fast subbanks that may be accessed in parallel to write and read blocks of data that span the width of the full storage bank. The trend in a number of memory applications, however, is toward finer-grained memory access so that, in a read or write operation directed to multiple subbanks, many storage locations may be accessed unnecessarily, needlessly consuming power and increasing thermal loading. As memory bandwidth demand continues to increase in portable and compact applications, future memory components will likely need to reduce power consumption to extend battery life and/or meet thermal loading specifications.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] The present invention is illustrated by way of example, and not by way of limitation, in the figures of the accompanying drawings and in which reference numerals refer to similar elements and in which:

[0005] FIG. 1 is a flow diagram of a memory access in which resources are selectively enabled according to a set of enable bits;

[0006] FIG. 2 illustrates a comparison between the normal and low power modes of operation in an embodiment of a low-power memory device;

[0007] FIG. 3 illustrates an embodiment of a memory device having at least the low power mode of operation described in reference to FIG. 2;

[0008] FIG. 4 illustrates a more detailed embodiment of a low power memory device;

[0009] FIG. 5 illustrates a memory access timing diagram that corresponds to the low power memory device of FIG. 4;

[0010] FIG. 6 illustrates a more detailed embodiment of a signal interface and access controller that may be used within the memory device of FIG. 4;

[0011] FIG. 7 illustrates embodiments of a clock circuit, a request pipe and enable pipes that may be used to implement the clock circuit, request pipe and enable pipes shown in FIG. 6;

[0012] FIG. 8A illustrates an exemplary subbank group and associated row and column decoders that may be used in conjunction with the request pipe, enable pipes and clock circuit of FIG. 7;

[0013] FIG. 8B illustrates an embodiment of a row-select logic circuit that may be used to implement the row-select logic circuit shown in FIG. 8A;

[0014] FIG. 8C illustrates an embodiment of a storage cell that may be used to implement each of the storage cells shown in FIG. 8A;

[0015] FIG. 8D illustrates an embodiment of a sense-select logic circuit that may be used to implement the sense-select logic circuit shown in FIG. 8A;

[0016] FIG. 8E illustrates an embodiment of a sense amplifier that may be used to implement the sense amplifiers shown in FIG. 8A;

[0017] FIG. 8F illustrates an embodiment of a column-select logic circuit that may be used to implement the column-select logic circuit shown in FIG. 8A;

[0018] FIG. 8G illustrates an embodiment of a selector circuit that may be used to implement the selector circuits shown in FIG. 8A;

[0019] FIG. 8H illustrates an embodiment of a row-access logic circuit that may be used to implement the row-access logic circuit shown in FIG. 8A;

[0020] FIG. 9 illustrates an embodiment of a write data pipe that may be used in conjunction with the enable pipe shown in FIG. 7;

[0021] FIG. 10 illustrates an embodiment of a read data pipe that may be used in conjunction with the enable pipe shown in FIG. 7;

[0022] FIG. 11 illustrates an embodiment of a multiphase clock generator that may be used to implement the clock circuit shown in FIG. 7;

[0023] FIG. 12 illustrates a programmable configuration register and mode selection circuitry that may be used to transition a memory device between normal and low power operating modes; and

[0024] FIG. 13 illustrates an embodiment of a memory system including a memory access requestor and a low power memory subsystem.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0025] Low power memory devices and systems are disclosed herein in various embodiments. In one embodiment, a memory command protocol includes a set of enable bits that are logically combined with an incoming memory access command to provide fine control of memory resources required to operate on data in an operation associated with the memory access command. In one embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1, for example, each memory access request received within a partitioned-bank memory device (101) includes or is accompanied by a set of enable bits that indicate, for each storage location within an address range spanned by or otherwise associated with the memory access request, whether the storage location is to be accessed. The memory access is executed at 103 by selectively enabling resources within the memory device according to the enable bits. That is, control circuitry within the memory device enables resources that correspond to subbanks indicated by the enable bits to contain one or more storage locations to be accessed and disables resources associated with the other, non-selected subbanks. For example, as shown at 103a, in a row activation within a dynamic random access memory (DRAM) device, only subrows (rows of storage cells within respective subbanks of the DRAM) that contain storage locations to be accessed are activated. As discussed in further detail below, row activation may be effected through word line activation to form a path...
between subbank bit lines and storage nodes within the storage cells of an address-selected subrow, and through sense line activation to enable a bank of sense amplifiers to sense the contents of the storage cells via the bit lines. Thus, word line activation and sense line activation (or either activation alone) may be disabled in non-selected subbanks (i.e., subbanks indicated by the enable bits not to contain storage locations to be accessed) to save power. Because the precharged state of bit lines and sense amplifiers within the non-selected subbanks is not disturbed, precharge operations may also be disabled in the non-selected subbanks to provide further power savings.

[0026] With regard to column access (read and write operations), column decoding may be disabled in non-selected subbanks and, in embodiments in which multiple column access operations are performed per row activation, may be selectively disabled in each column access operation according to whether the sense amplifier group that corresponds to a given subbank (i.e., sense amplifier subgroup) is to be accessed. More specifically, as shown at 103b, in a column read operation, column signal paths may be formed between output buffers and subbank sense amplifiers only for subbanks that contain data to be read in the column operation. In one embodiment, column signal path formation is effected through sense-access line activation to form a path between sense amplifier storage nodes and a set of global bit lines, and through multiplexed coupling of the global bit lines to a core-access path. Thus, sense-access line activation and global bit line multiplexing may be disabled in non-selected subbanks to save power. To save additional power, read data may be loaded only into output buffers that correspond to storage locations to be accessed and only those output drivers that correspond to storage locations to be accessed may be enabled to drive the read data onto an external signal path.

[0027] In a column write operation (103c), column signal paths may be selectively formed as in the column read operation and, to save additional power, write data may be loaded only into input buffers that correspond to storage locations to be accessed. Also, only those write drivers that correspond to storage locations to be accessed may be enabled to drive data onto the core-access path and thus onto the decoder-selected global bit lines. In other embodiments, each of the sampling circuits used to receive write data may be selectively enabled according to whether the enable bits indicate that the sampling circuit is to receive a valid write data value. Also, as discussed above, at the conclusion of a memory access, only those subbanks that contain accessed storage locations need to be precharged (as shown at 103d), potentially saving additional power. Finally, circuitry used to generate clock signals for specific storage regions may additionally be enabled and disabled (103e) according to whether the storage regions are to be accessed.

[0028] In one embodiment, a memory device may be programmed during production or system run-time to operate in either a normal operating mode or a low power operating mode. FIG. 2 illustrates a comparison between the normal and low power modes of operation in such a memory device. Starting at 121a, in normal mode, the memory device loads an incoming memory access request into a request pipeline register. The memory access request indicates the nature of the memory access (e.g., read or write) and is accompanied by row and column address information that may be viewed as part of or separate from the request and may be received via a request interface, dedicated address interface or other interface (e.g., multiplexed onto a data interface). In the low power mode, a counterpart operation 121b is carried out to load the incoming memory access request into the request pipeline register and, additionally, to load a set of N enable bits into an enable pipeline register.

[0029] In normal mode, control circuitry within the memory device responds to the request by activating an address-selected row of storage cells that spans J subbanks of an address-selected bank (123a). That is, each of J subrows is activated. By contrast, at 123b in the low power mode, the control circuitry activates only J-Y subrows (i.e., J minus Y) within the address-selected bank, where Y is the number of subrows for which all the corresponding enable bits are reset. That is, the control circuitry activates only the subrows indicated by the enable bits to contain storage locations to be accessed. The number of non-activated subrows, Y, may change from memory access request to memory access request and generally ranges from 0 (activate all subrows) to J-1 (activate at least one subrow), though Y may additionally be allowed to equal or exceed J (activate zero subrows), for example, for test purposes. The activated subrows may be contiguous or noncontiguous.

[0030] At 125a of a normal mode memory access, a column address associated with the memory access request is decoded to form J column access paths between a core-access path (i.e., an internal data path of the memory device) and selected sense amplifiers within each subbank, thereby enabling write data to be written to the selected sense amplifiers in a write access and enabling read data to be read from the selected sense amplifiers in a read access. By contrast, at 125b of the low power mode, the column address associated is decoded to form J-Y paths between the core-access path and selected sense amplifiers within each of J-Y subbanks. Note that, in an embodiment where multiple column access operations are performed per row activation, fewer than J-Y paths may be formed between the core-access path and sense amplifiers for a given column access, depending on the number of subbanks that contain storage locations to be read or written in the column access.

[0031] In a normal mode write access, N write data bytes are loaded into a write pipeline register and N mask bits are loaded into a mask pipeline register at 127a. Thereafter, at 129a, N-X write data values are written onto the core-access path, with X being the number of resets required. By contrast, in the low power mode, only N-X write data bytes are loaded into the write pipeline register at 127b, where X is the number of reset enable bits. As discussed below, the enable bits may also be used to prevent reception of the X unused write data bytes by selectively disabling sampling circuits of the data interface. At 129b, the N-X write data bytes are driven onto the core-access data path to complete the write operation.

[0032] In a normal mode read access, the N data bytes read from the sense amplifiers accessed in 125a are loaded into a read pipeline register (131a), and then N output drivers are enabled to output the N data bytes from the read pipeline register onto an external signaling path (133a). By contrast, in the low power mode, only the N-X read data bytes for which the corresponding enable bits are set are loaded into the read pipeline register (131b) and, accordingly, only N-X output drivers are enabled to output the N-X read data bytes onto the external signaling path (133b).

[0033] In the normal mode, the memory access is concluded at 135a by precharging bit lines and sense amplifiers in
each of the J subbanks. By contrast, only the J-Y subbanks activated at 123b are precharged in the low power mode. Also, as discussed below, precharging may be omitted in selected subbanks where, for example, further memory read and write operations are to be carried out in the subbanks.

[0034] Reflecting on the comparison of the normal and low power operating modes, it can be seen that, through the selective subrow activation at 123b, selective write pipeline register loading at 123b, selective column path formation at 129b, selective read pipeline register loading at 131b, selectively enabling output drivers at 133b, and/or selective precharging at 135b, power may be saved in any memory access in which at least one subbank does not contain storage locations to be accessed in a given column access operation. Additional power may be saved in low power mode in other embodiments, for example, by selectively enabling sampling circuits to receive write data in accordance with the enable bits received at 121b. It should be noted that while memory access operations are shown in a particular sequence in FIG. 2, the order of operations may be changed and many or all of the operations may be performed in parallel (e.g., through pipelining of memory access requests). Also, while both write access and read access operations are shown, the column operations of a given memory access operation may be exclusively write operations or read operations. Moreover, any number, Q, of column access operations (i.e., read or write operations) may be performed per row activation in which case the N enable bits received at 121b may include multiple groups of N/Q enable bits that are applied respectively in the Q column access operations to control the loading of read/write pipeline registers, enabling of sampling circuits/output drivers and/or formation of paths between sense amplifier subgroups and the core-access path. Further, while the enable bits received at 121b are described in the embodiment of FIG. 2 and other embodiments herein as corresponding to respective bytes of data (or byte-wide storage locations), in all such embodiments, the enable bits may alternatively correspond to data values having more or fewer bits than a byte.

[0035] FIG. 3 illustrates an embodiment of a memory device 150 having at least the low power mode of operation described in reference to FIG. 2. The memory device 150 includes a memory core 151, row decoder 153, column decoder 154, access control circuitry 155 and signaling interface 157. Multi-line interconnections between the components of the memory device 150 are generally shown in bold to distinguish them from non-bolded single-line interconnections, but the number of signal lines used to form each of the interconnections may vary in different embodiments.

[0036] The memory core 151 includes K storage banks 152, 152a, each partitioned into J subbanks 160, 160a, each partitioned into rows and columns within each storage bank, and in subrows 162 and subcolumns 164 within each subbank 160. A row of storage cells within a given storage bank 152 includes a subrow 162 from each of subbanks 160, 160a, and therefore spans J subrows, and a column of storage cells within a storage bank 152 likewise includes a subcolumn 164 from each of subbanks 160, 160a, and therefore spans J subcolumns. The storage cells in each subrow 162 of each subbank 160 are coupled to the row decoder 153 by a respective word line 166, and the storage cells in each subcolumn 164 of each subbank 160 are coupled to the column decoder by a respective bit line or bit line pair (not specifically shown). Also, though not specifically shown in FIG. 3, the memory core 151 includes K sense amplifier banks coupled respectively to the K storage banks 152, 152a, 152b, with each sense amplifier bank including a respective set of J sense amplifier subgroups (i.e., a group of sense amplifiers) that correspond to the J subbanks 160, 160a of the storage bank 152. In one embodiment, the bit lines include local bit lines disposed within each of the subbanks 160 and global bit lines 202, 202a, that extend across multiple subbanks 160. The local bit lines may be coupled, for example, between subcolumns of a given subbank 160 and sense nodes of the corresponding sense amplifier subgroup, while the global bit lines 202, 202a may be coupled between output nodes of multiple sense amplifier subgroups (i.e., coupled to output nodes of sense amplifier subgroups for respective subbanks 160 within each of storage banks 152) and the column decoder 154. Other bit line arrangements may be used in alternative embodiments.

[0037] The signaling interface 157 includes a request interface 157a to receive incoming memory access requests, an enable interface 157b to receive enable bits associated with the memory access requests, and a data interface 157c to receive write data and output read data associated with the memory access requests. Each of the interfaces 157a, 157b, 157c includes one or more I/O (input/output) nodes which may be implemented by any structures capable of establishing physical contact (e.g., pins, pads, springs, balls, fiber contact, etc.) or wireless connection (e.g., through RF transmission or inductive or capacitive coupling) to an external signal path or device. Each of the I/O nodes associated with the request and enable interfaces may be unidirectional and used to receive signals only, while the I/O nodes of the data interface may be bidirectional to enable data transmission and reception over unidirectional signaling links. Alternatively, dedicated I/O nodes may be provided to enable data transmission and reception over respective unidirectional signaling links. For example, a dedicated transmitter may be coupled to a first signaling link to provide data from the memory device to a memory controller, and a receiver may be coupled to a separate, second signaling link to receive data from the memory controller. Also, with regard to the enable interface, it should be noted that the same interface may be used in a normal mode to receive write-masking information. That is, in effect, resources that are used to receive normal-mode write-masking information are re-used in the low-power mode to receive enable information, thereby enabling the low-power memory device 150 to be pin-compatible with a memory device not having a low power operating mode. Further, in another low power mode, the request, enable and/or data interfaces may be used to receive write masking information separately from low power enable information.

[0038] The access control circuitry 155 includes a multi-stage request pipeline register 171 formed by storage elements 171, 171a and a multi-stage enable pipeline register 173 formed by storage elements 173, 173a. The request pipeline register 171 and enable pipeline register 173 are used to store incoming memory access requests and corresponding enable information and to enable pipeline execution of the specified memory access requests. Accordingly, the request pipeline register 171 and/or enable pipeline register 173 may include more or fewer constituent storage elements according to the number of pipeline stages needed to complete a memory access.

[0039] The access control circuitry 155 also includes a write pipeline register 175 and read pipeline register 176 that are employed in memory write and read operations, respec-
atively. In the particular embodiment of FIG. 3, incoming memory requests and corresponding enable bits are loaded into the request pipeline register 171 and enable pipeline register 173, respectively, in response to the same clock edge (or clock edges) and prior to loading write data, if any, within the write pipeline register 175. By this arrangement, the enable bits may be applied to enable or disable resources within the access control circuitry 155, decoders (153, 154), and/or memory core 151 that are otherwise used to manage incoming write data or to carry out operations that occur prior to or concurrently with receipt of the write data.

[0040] In one embodiment, each incoming memory access request includes a bank address that specifies one of storage banks 152, 152c, a row address that specifies a row of storage locations within the specified bank, and one or more column addresses that specify columns of storage locations to be accessed within the specified row. In alternative embodiments, the bank, row and column addresses or any subset thereof may be received on a separate address interface, or via a shared interface (e.g., the data interface may be multiplexed between address and data). Each memory access request is generally serviced in three phases that correspond to the three stages of the request pipeline register 171 and enable pipeline register 173: an activation phase that begins when a memory access request and corresponding enable information are clocked into buffer stages 171a, 173a, a column-access phase that begins when the memory access request and enable information are clocked into buffer stages 171b, 173b, and a pre-charge phase that begins when the memory access request and enable information are clocked into buffer stages 171c, 173c. Each of the activation phase, column-access phase, and pre-charge phase may be specified by a distinct command that is provided along with associated enable bits that provide finer grain control of control resources associated with a given command. Alternatively, two or more of the activation phase, column-access phase, and pre-charge phase may be included in a memory request in, for example, a packetized form. In one embodiment, commands may be specified by binary encoding a number control bits to form an operation code. In a specific example, combinations of 3 command bits may be used to indicate up to 8 specific commands.

[0041] In the activation phase, the bank address and row address are output to the row decoder via path 186, and an activation signal 172 is supplied to a power control circuit 181. The power control circuit 181, which is depicted symbolically by a set of logic AND gates, also receives enable signals 200, and combines the activation signal 172 with groups of enable signals that correspond to each of subbanks 160, 160c to generate a set of J enable-row signals, ERj. The enable-row signals, ERj, are supplied to the row decoder 153 to either enable or disable row activation within corresponding subbanks 160, 160c of the banks-address-selected storage bank 152. By this operation, row activation may be performed in only those subbanks 160 indicated by the enable bits 200, to contain at least one storage location to be accessed, thus avoiding unnecessary row activation (and concomitant power consumption) in the remaining subbanks. As a matter of terminology, the subbanks indicated by the enable bits to contain at least one storage location to be accessed in response to a given memory access request are referred to herein as selected subbanks in contradistinction to non-selected subbanks which are indicated by the enable bits 200 to contain no storage locations to be accessed.

[0042] Continuing from the activation phase, if the memory access request specifies a memory write operation, a write signal 174, is asserted to load write data into the write pipeline register 175. In one embodiment, the enable signals 200, are combined with the write signal 174 in power control circuit 183 to generate a first set of enable-write signals, EWRj, EWRc, each having either an enable state or disable state (e.g., logic ‘1’ or logic ‘0’) according whether the respective enable bit indicates that the corresponding write data byte is to be written to the memory core 151. The enable-write signals are supplied to load inputs of respective byte-wide storage elements of the write pipeline register 175, thereby preventing power-consuming load operations in those buffer elements that are to receive null data (i.e., dummy data provided as a placeholder within the incoming data stream if provided at all). As discussed below, the enable-write signals may be used to control whether or not pipelining registers are clocked (i.e., selective loading through gated clocks) or by establishing a hold state in the pipelining registers. Though not specifically shown in FIG. 3, the write pipeline register 175 may include sampling circuits for recovering logic-level write data from signals received via the data interface. In one embodiment, the enable-write signals may also be supplied to sample-enable inputs of the sampling circuits to prevent power-consuming reception of null data (i.e., enable reception of valid write data only).

[0043] Note that the enable bits applied to control row activation and precharge operations may also be used to support selective refresh operations within the memory device, including auto-refresh operations initiated by a memory controller and self-refresh operations initiated by internal refresh control logic within the memory device. In either case, information indicative of specific subbanks 160 to be refreshed may be supplied in association with a refresh command (or loaded into a register of the memory device in a command placing the memory device in a self-refresh mode) and used thereafter to limit refresh operations (i.e., row activation followed by precharge) to specific subbanks 160. The subbanks selected to be refreshed may be, for example and without limitation, those that contain data or that contain a particular class of data.

[0044] In the column-access phase of a memory access, the bank address and column address provided in the memory access request are supplied via path 188 to the column decoder 154, and a column-access signal 176 is supplied to power control circuit 185 along with enable bits 200. Power control circuit 185 combines the column-access signal with groups of enable bits that correspond to each of subbanks 160, 160c, to generate a set of J enable-column signals (ECj). The enable-column signals are supplied to the column decoder 154 to either enable or disable path formation between core-access path 156, 202c, 202, and address-specified columns of sense amplifiers (subcolumns) within corresponding sense amplifier subgroups (i.e., the sense amplifier subgroups for subbanks 160, 160c). In one embodiment, for example, the column decoder 154 responds to an asserted enable-column signal by activating a sense-access line coupled to a sense amplifier subgroup for each subbank 160 of the address-selected bank, and by issuing column-select signals to a multiplexer circuit. The activated sense-access line couples the sense amplifiers of the bank-address-selected sense amplifier subgroup to the global bit lines, and the mul-
tiplexer forms a signal path between a column-address-selected subset of the global bit lines and the core-access path 156.

[0045] In a write operation, the enable bits 200, are combined with the write signal 174, (the ‘1’ subscripts indicating the column-access phase) in power control circuit 187 to generate a second set of enable-write signals (Ewr', Ewr'w'), each having either an enable state or disable state according to whether the respective enable bit indicates that the corresponding write data byte is to be written to the memory core 151. The enable-write signals are supplied to enable inputs of respective byte-wide write drivers 177 thereby enabling valid write data to be driven onto respective sets of global bit lines 202, 202', (and therefore to the storage nodes of the address-selected subcolumns of sense amplifiers) and disabling the write drivers that correspond to null data bytes. Note that instead of generating the second set of enable-write signals (Ewr', Ewr'w'), the enable-write signals generated in the activation phase (Ewr', Ewr'w') may be buffered to maintain their availability during the column-access phase.

[0046] In a read operation, the enable bits 200, are combined with a read signal 180, in power control circuit 189 to generate a set of enable-read signals (Erd0-Erdw'), each having either an enable state or disable state according to whether a corresponding read data byte is to be read from the memory core 151. The enable-read signals are supplied to enable inputs of respective byte-wide storage elements within the read pipeline register 176 to selectively load read data present on the global bit lines 202, 202', (i.e., output onto the set of global bit lines by virtue of the column decoder operation described above) into the read pipeline register 176. In one embodiment, for example, each of the enable-read signals has either an enable state or a disable state according to a respective one of the enable bits and therefore enables only valid read data to be loaded into the read pipeline register 176 (i.e., prevents loading of null data).

[0047] Although a single column access operation has been described, multiple column access operations may be performed in the column-access phase of each memory access. In one embodiment, for example, each memory access request includes two column address values that are applied in separate halves of the column-access phase in respective column access operations. In such an embodiment, the enable bits that correspond to the first column access operation within a given subbank (e.g., N/2(2)) enable bits are supplied to power control circuit 185 in the first half of the column-access phase (i.e., to control sub-column selection for purposes of reducing power consumption), and the enable bits that correspond to the second column access operation are supplied to power control circuit 185 in the second half of the column-access phase. In this manner, column decoding may be selectively performed in each column access operation. Note that, instead of an explicit precharge command, an auto-precharge may alternatively be used. For example, a precharge function may be encoded with a read or write command (e.g., the command indicating to read with auto-precharge or write with auto-precharge) such that precharging is performed automatically after the read/write access or, if auto-precharge is not specified in the read or write command, the sense amplifiers are left unchanged to enable further column accesses.

[0048] Still referring to FIG. 3, in the precharge phase of a memory access, the bank address provided in the memory access request is supplied to the row decoder 153 via path 190 and a precharge signal 182 is supplied to power control circuit 191 along with enable bits 200, Power control circuit 191 combines the precharge signal with groups of enable bits that correspond to each of subbanks 160, 160', to generate a set of J enable-precharge signals (EPo, EPw'). The enable-precharge signals EPo, EPw' are supplied, in turn, to the row decoder 153 to either enable or disable a precharge operation within corresponding subbanks 160, 160', of the address-selected storage bank 152. By this operation, precharge operations may be performed only in those subbanks 160 indicated by the enable bits to contain at least one storage location to be accessed, thus avoiding unnecessary power consumption in precharging non-selected subbanks 160.

[0049] The enable bits 200, may also be combined with precharge-phase read signal 180, in power control circuit 193 to produce a set of output enable signals OERo, OERw'. The output enable signals are supplied to respective byte-wide output drivers 179 to selectively enable read data to be output from the memory device. By this operation, only the output drivers 179 that receive valid read data are enabled to output data via the data interface 157e, avoiding or reducing power consumption in output drivers 179 that receive null data from the read pipeline register 176.

[0050] Reflecting on the memory device 150 it should be noted that the power control circuits 181, 183, 185, 187, 189, 191 and 193 function substantially independently of one another so that, in alternative embodiments, one or more of the power control circuits may be omitted or bypassed. Also, the logic used to generate the enable-write and enable-read signals in the different phases of the memory access may be combined in alternative embodiments so that such enable signals are generated by a single power control circuit and, if necessary, buffered to maintain their availability in later phases of the memory access. Further, as discussed below, additional circuitry may be provided to enable selection between a low power mode of operation (which employs one or more of the above-described power control circuits) and a normal operating mode. It should be noted that, while a unified set of enable signals has been described for controlling multiple memory access resources, separate sets of enable signals may alternatively be used to control individual resources or groups of resources in alternative embodiments.

[0051] FIG. 4 illustrates a more detailed embodiment of a low power memory device 300 and FIG. 5 illustrates a corresponding memory access timing diagram. The memory device 300 includes four storage entities 301a-301d, referred to herein as slices a-d, each slice including a set of four storage banks (banks 0-3), corresponding sets of column decoders 351a-351d and row decoders 355a-355d, and access controller 320. Also, each of the four storage banks in a given slice 301 includes four constituent subbanks disposed in subbank groups 303a-303d. That is, subbank group 303a includes subbank0 of each of the storage banks 0-3 (subbank0, subbank3), subbank group 303b includes subbank1 of each of the storage banks (subbank0, subbank3), subbank group 303c includes subbank2 of each of the storage banks (subbank0, subbank3) and subbank group 303d includes subbank3 of each of the storage banks (subbank0, subbank3). The memory device 300 and other similarly-architected memory devices described below may have more or fewer storage slices 301, more or fewer storage banks per storage slice, and/or more or fewer subbanks per storage bank.

[0052] In the embodiment shown, the storage slices 301a-301d are coupled in common to a request interface (RQ[15:
0), clock line (CLK) and enable interface (EN[7:0], which is illustrated in FIG. 4 in constituent enable line pairs EN[1:0], EN[3:2], EN[5:4] and EN[7:6]), but to respective 16-bit lanes of a data path, DQa[15:0], DQb[15:0], DQc[15:0] and DQd [15:0] (other request interface, enable interface and/or data interface widths or arrangements may be used in alternative embodiments). By this arrangement, memory access requests and corresponding enable information may be received within the access controller 320 of each slice 301 in respective time intervals, and the corresponding memory access operations and data transfer carried out concurrently (i.e., at least partly overlapping in time) within each of the four slices. Referring to FIG. 5, for example, memory access requests Ta, Tb, Tc and Td (e.g., received via a request interface as discussed above) may be received one after another in respective phases of a reference clock signal (CLK), and simultaneously with corresponding enable information, ENa, ENb, ENc and ENd. In one embodiment, the reference clock signal is supplied to a multi-phase clock generator (CG) within the access controller 320 for each storage slice 301 (or at least one of the slices 301) which, in turn, generates subphase clock signals for timing operations within the activation phase, column-access phase and precharge phase of each memory access request. For example, in the particular embodiment shown in FIGS. 4 and 5, each memory access operation is completed over a period of three clock cycles (i.e., cycles of clock signal, CLK) after receipt of the corresponding request, the three clock cycles being split between the activation phase, column-access phase and precharge phase of the memory access. By this operation, memory access requests may be received and transmitted in a pipelined manner.

[0053] In one embodiment, each memory access request includes or is accompanied by a row address, bank address, read/write bit and two column addresses. The row address and bank address are applied in the activation phase of each memory access, the bank address is applied in the precharge phase, and the two column addresses, coU and coV, are applied, in conjunction with the bank address, in respective halves of the column-access phase. Accordingly, separate sets of read data retrieved from storage locations indicated by the coU and coV addresses are output onto the data path in the precharge phase of a memory read transaction (i.e., read/write=0) and, separate sets of write data, destined for the storage locations indicated by the coU and coV addresses, are loaded into the memory device 300 during the precharge phase of a memory write transaction (read/write=1). In the exemplary configuration of FIG. 4 in which a respective 16-bit lane of the data path is allocated to data transfer for each of storage slices 301a-301d, each cycle of the clock signal is subdivided into eight transmit (or receive) intervals, a total of 16 bytes of data is transferred to or from a given storage slice of memory device 300 per memory transaction (i.e., a memory transaction including, in this example, a row activation, two column accesses and a precharge operation, all or any subset of which may be specified in a memory access request received within the request pipeline register, as discussed above), with eight bytes being transferred for each column access. As discussed above, different data path widths, numbers of column access operations per row activation, and/or transmit intervals per clock cycle may be used in alternative embodiments, yielding different data transfer granularity per memory transaction and/or column access.

[0054] The enable information associated with each memory access request is referred to herein as an enable word and, in the embodiment of FIG. 4, includes sixteen bits; eight bits (b0-7u as shown in FIG. 5) that correspond to the eight column-U data bytes (i.e., the data transferred to or from the storage locations indicated by the coU address and that are received via enable lines EN[7:0] in a first reception interval, and eight bits (b0-7v) that correspond to the eight column-V data bytes and that are received via enable lines EN[7:0] in a second reception interval. Also, in the particular embodiment shown, each of the four subbanks (“subk”) of a given storage bank are coupled via a data pipe (DP) to a respective set of four signal links within the 16-bit data lane allocated to the encompassing slice so that data from the four subbanks of an address-selected storage bank may be read or written in parallel over the 16-bit data lane. Thus, signal links DQa[3:0] are coupled to the data pipe (DP) for a first group of subbanks 303, and are thus used to transfer the first pair of bytes (bytes 0 and 1) in an 8-byte column-U or column-V data set, and signal links DQa[7:4], DQa[11:8] and DQa[15:12] are similarly coupled to the data pipes for subbank groups 303, 303, and 303, and are used to transfer the second data byte pair (bytes 2 and 3), third data byte pair (bytes 4 and 5) and fourth data byte pair (bytes 6 and 7), respectively, in each 8-byte column data set.

[0055] Referring to the detail view of storage slice 301a, access controller 320 includes data pipes 331u,331v, and enable pipes 341u,341v, that correspond to the subbank groups 303,303, and a request pipe and multi-phase clock generator (shown collectively at 345) that output a shared set of control, address and timing signals to the data pipes 331 and enable pipes 341. The data pipes 331u,331v, are coupled to the column decoders 350,351u,v, via respective core-access paths 350,350, and to respective 4-bit lanes of the 16-bit DQa data path. Similarly, the enable pipes 341u,341v, are coupled to respective row decoder/column decoder pairs 351,355u,351,355v, and to a respective 2-bit lane of the 8-bit enable path.

[0056] FIG. 6 illustrates a more detailed embodiment 450 of the signal interface 310 and access controller 320 of FIG. 4 (i.e., the region bounded by box 325 in FIG. 4) and their interconnection to column decoders 451-451, and row decoders 453-453, for the four subbank groups 401-401, of a storage slice (only subbanks 0 and 1 of storage bank 0 being shown). In the particular implementation shown, each of the data pipes for the four subbank groups, 331u,331v, includes a respective one of write pipes 457,457, and a respective one of read pipes 459,459, with each write pipe/read pipe pair coupled to a respective set of four data I/O nodes 465 (DQ). In one embodiment, each write pipe 457 and each read pipe 459 includes a storage buffer for sixteen data bits (the two bytes transferred in a given column access) which are transmitted or received four bits at a time over four transmit/receive intervals, for example, as shown in FIG. 5. In alternative embodiments, the write and read pipes 457,459 may be coupled to more or fewer data I/O nodes and/or may transmit or receive column access data (read or write data) over more or fewer than four timing intervals. A request pipe 461 is coupled to a sixteen bit request interface formed by the four RQ input nodes shown and twelve other RQ input nodes, and each of four enable pipes 455,455, is coupled to a respective two-bit lane of the an eight-bit enable interface formed by the two EN input nodes shown and six other EN input nodes. A clock generating circuit 463 (ClkGen) is coupled to receive a reference clock signal from one or more clock pins (CLK) that form the clock interface (e.g., one pin for clock and another
for /clock), and generates a multi-phase clock signal (not shown in FIG. 6) that is supplied to the request pipe 461, enable pipes 455, 455, and data pipes 457, 457, 459, 459, to time operations therein. In one embodiment, the multi-phase clock signal includes eight phase-delayed instances of the reference clock signal referred to herein as subphase clock signals. The subphase clock signals are evenly distributed throughout a reference clock cycle and thus providing subphase timing control that may be used, for example, to establish receive intervals for capturing incoming memory access requests and associated enable bits and data, and transmit intervals for transmitting read data. The subphase clock signals may also be used to mark transitions between memory transaction phases (e.g., activation, column access and precharge phases) within each of the storage slices, thereby enabling memory transactions directed to each of the storage slices to be time-staged as shown in FIG. 5. Alternatively, separate clock generating circuits 463 may be provided to generate a distinct set of multi-phase clock signals for each storage slice.

[0057] In the embodiment of FIG. 6, the clock generating circuit 463 includes gating logic to enable or disable clock generation according to the state of a clock enable signal received via clock enable pin CKE. In an embodiment that includes a clock generating circuit 463 per storage slice, the gating logic enables the multi-phase clock signals for each storage slice to be enabled or disabled (i.e., selectively enabled) according to whether the storage slice is to be accessed in a given memory transaction. In other embodiments, additional clock enable pins may be provided to permit finer-grained clock control of the clock tree within each storage slice, for example, enabling clock generation in those portions of the clock tree that provide clock signals to the resources for subbanks to be accessed in a given memory transaction, and disabling clock generation in portions of the clock tree that provide clock signals to the resources for non-selected subbanks.

[0058] FIG. 7 illustrates embodiments of a clock circuit 501, a request pipe 503 and enable pipes 505, 505, that may be used to implement the clock circuit 463, request pipe 461 and enable pipes 455, 455, of FIG. 6. The clock circuit 501 generates a set of subphase clock signals, A0, A1, B0, B1, C0, C1, D0, D1, that are progressively phase delayed from one another as described in reference to FIG. 6, and also outputs a pipeline clock signal PClk that is phase aligned with an incoming reference clock signal (received via clock pin, CLK) and used to clock memory access requests, enable information and data between stages of respective pipeline registers. The clock circuit 501 may also include gating logic to enable and disable clock generation according to the state of a clock enable signal (received via clock enable pin, CKE) and, like clock generating circuit 463 of FIG. 6, may include additional clock enable inputs to enable fine-grained control of the clock tree within the corresponding storage slice.

[0059] In one embodiment, the A0 and A1 subphase clock signals are supplied to respective sampling circuits 507 within the request pipe 503 and respective sampling circuits 517 within each of the enable pipes 505, 505, to sample request and enable signals received via the request interface (RQ[15:0]) and enable interface (EN[7:0]), thus capturing a 32-bit memory access request and corresponding 16-bit enable word once per reference clock cycle. Each of the enable pipes 505, 505, is coupled to a respective two-bit lane of the request interface so that the sampling circuits 517 within each enable pipe receives four enable bits per reference clock cycle.

[0060] The falling edge of the pipeline clock signal (PClk) is used to control the progression of a memory transaction through the activation, column access and precharge phases and is therefore supplied to storage elements 509, 509, of a multi-stage request pipeline register 508 and to corresponding storage elements 519, 519, of a multi-stage enable pipeline register 518. In one embodiment, the pipeline clock signal is phase aligned with the D1 subphase clock signal to provide a desired setup time at the output of sampling circuits 507 and 517, but may have a different phase in alternative embodiments. Also, subphase clock signals B0/B1, C0/C1 and D0/D1 may be provided to the request pipes and enable pipes for storage slices b, c and d, respectively, with correspondingly phase-adjusted instances of a pipeline clock signal provided to control progression of memory transactions in those storage slices.

[0061] In the activation phase of the memory transaction (i.e., after the memory access request has been loaded into buffer 509, and corresponding enable bits have been loaded into buffer 519, within each of the enable pipes), a bank address (Br) and row address (R) provided in the request are supplied to the row decoders for each of the subbank groups, and an activate signal (Act) is asserted. The four enable bits received within the buffer 519, of each enable pipe correspond to four byte-wide storage locations within the corresponding subbank group, with a first pair of enable bits, EN0b, EN1b corresponding to storage locations indicated by a first column address colU, and the second pair of enable bits, EN0v, EN1v, corresponding to storage locations indicated by a second column address, colV. Thus, if all four of the enable bits that correspond to a given subbank group, referred to herein as subbank enable bits, are deasserted (logic low in this example), then none of the storage locations falling within the address range specified by the bank, row and column addresses provided in the request (or otherwise associated with the request) are located within the subbank group. Accordingly, by logically ORing the subbank enable bits in OR gate 521 to produce a subbank-select signal (i.e., output of OR gate 521), then ANDing the subbank-select signal with the activate signal in logic AND gate 523, an enable row signal (Er) may be generated within each of the enable pipes 505, 505, and output to corresponding row decoders to enable row activation only in enable-set subbanks. That is, if the enable bits associated with a given memory access request indicate that none of the storage locations within the address range specified in the request are located within a given subbank group, then the subbank-select and enable-row signals will be deasserted to prevent row activation in the subbank group.

[0062] Referring to FIG. 8A, which illustrates an exemplary subbank group and associated row and column decoders, the enable-row signal (Er) is supplied to row-select logic circuits 557 associated with each word line 617 within each subbank of the subbank group along with the bank address (Br) and row address (R). More specifically, the row decoder 553 includes a plurality of subrow decoders 554, 554, each including a set of row-select logic circuits 557 (one for each row of storage cells), a sense-select logic circuit 559 and a sense-access logic circuit 561. In one embodiment, shown in FIG. 8B, AND gates 571 and 573 within each row-select logic circuit 557 assert a row-select signal and bank-select signal if
the row address and bank address match the bank and row, respectively, of the corresponding word line 617, so that bank-select and row-select signals will be asserted within the row-select logic circuit 557 for the address-specified word line 617. If the enable-row signal is also asserted, indicating that the corresponding subbank (and therefore the subbank group) contains at least one storage location to be accessed in the current memory transaction, the output of AND gate 575 goes high to switch on transistor 581 and thereby activate the address-specified word line 617. Activation of a given word line 617 establishes a path between an internal storage node of storage cells (C) coupled to the word line and a corresponding local bit line (or bit line pair) 619, thus enabling data to be transferred between the local bit lines and the storage cells. In one embodiment, each of the storage cells is a DRAM cell 591 formed by an access transistor 593 and capacitive storage element 595 coupled to each other and to the word line and local bit line, for example, as shown in FIG. 8C. When word line 617 is activated, access transistor 593 is switched on to form a path between the capacitive storage element 595 and local bit line 619. Other types of storage elements may be used in alternative embodiments including, for example, without limitation, non-volatile storage elements (e.g., as used in Flash memory devices) or static random access memory (“SRAM”).

[0063] Returning to FIGS. 8A and 8B, if the enable-row signal is low during the row activation phase of a memory access transaction, indicating that the corresponding subbank group contains no storage locations to be accessed, then the output of AND gate 575 goes low within each of the row-select circuits 557 so that no word line 617 is activated within the subbank group, thus conserving power. Also, because none of the word lines 617 of the subbank group are activated, none of the local bit line states are affected within the subbanks of the subbank group. Consequently, bit line precharging operations within the address-selected subbank and associated power expenditure may also be avoided.

[0064] The enable-row signal is also supplied, along with the bank address, to the sense-select logic circuit 559 within each subbank row decoder 554. Each sense-select logic circuit 559 is coupled via a respective sense line 620 to the sense amplifier subgroup (formed by sense amplifiers 597 for the corresponding subbank. Referring to the sense-select logic circuit shown in FIG. 8D, AND gate 583 asserts a bank-select signal if the bank address selects the corresponding subbank so that the bank-select signal will be asserted within the sense-select logic circuit 559 of one of the subbank row decoders 554 in each row activation phase. If the enable-row signal is also asserted, indicating that the address-specified subbank (and therefore the subbank group) contains at least one storage location to be accessed in the current memory transaction, the sense line 620 for the address-specified subbank is activated (i.e., transistor 585 is switched on by operation of AND gate 584), thereby enabling the corresponding sense amplifier subgroup to sense the signals present on the local bit lines 619. By contrast, if the enable-row signal is low, the subbank group contains no storage locations to be accessed in the current memory access transaction and no sense line is activated within the subbank group, thus saving the power consumed in sense line activation and also avoiding the need to precharge the sense amplifier subgroup at the conclusion of the memory transaction. Referring to the exemplary sense amplifier 597 shown in FIG. 8E, the sense line 618 of a given subbank is coupled to a sense-enable transistor 601 within each sense amplifier 597 of the corresponding sense amplifier subgroup and, when activated, forms a path (via transistor 601) between the data nodes 599 of the sense amplifiers 597 and respective global bit lines 621, thereby enabling the data present on the local bit lines 619 to be received (i.e., sensed) within the sense amplifiers 597 of a selected sense amplifier subgroup in a row activation operation. Note that node 598 of the sense amplifier may be coupled to a dummy (adjacent) bit line and complement global bit line via respective transistors, not shown.

[0065] Referring again to FIG. 7, the subbank enable bits are also ANDed with a write signal 512 (itself generated by combination of the read/write enable (R/W) and column-access signal (C/A)) in AND gate 511 in AND gates 525 to generate a set of enable, Ewr01, and Ewr02, that may be used to selectively load each of the corresponding four write data bytes into the write pipeline register and to selectively enable the corresponding write drivers to output the write data onto the corresponding row. FIG. 9 illustrates an embodiment of a write data pipe 650 that may be used in conjunction with the enable pipe 505 (FIG. 7) for a given subbank group. As shown, the data pipe 650 includes four serial-to-parallel demultiplexers 651_{o,a}, 651_{o,b}, 651_{o,f}, and 651_{o,l} each coupled to a respective data I/O node (DQ_{o,a}, DQ_{o,b}, DQ_{o,f}, and DQ_{o,l}) to receive a sequence of eight write data bits in response to transitions of respective subphase clock signals 502. More specifically, write data bytes 0a and 0b to be applied in a first column access operation (i.e., a column operation directed to the colU address and referred to as the colU operation) are received by sampling circuits 653_{o,a}, 653_{o,b}, of demultiplexer pairs 651_{o,a}/651_{l,a} and 651_{o,b}/651_{l,b} (each demultiplexer contributing either the high-order or low-order four-bits of a byte) in response to edges of subphase clock signals D0, D1, D0, and D1, and write data bytes 1a and 1b to be applied in a second column access operation (a colV operation) are received by sampling circuits 653_{o,a}, 653_{o,b}, of demultiplexer pairs 651_{o,a}/651_{l,a} and 651_{o,b}/651_{l,b} in response to transitions of subphase clock signals B0, B1, C0 and C1. By this operation, two bytes of colU data are provided to be loaded into storage buffers 655_{o,a} and 655_{o,b} and two bytes of colV data are provided to be loaded into storage buffers 655_{o,l} and 655_{o,l}.

[0066] Within demultiplexers 653, the enable-write signals that correspond to the colU data, Ewr01 and Ewr02, are supplied to enable inputs (e) of sampling circuits 653_{o,a}, 653_{o,b}, and the enable-write signals that correspond to the colV write data, Ewr0v and Ewr1v, are supplied to the enable inputs of sampling circuits 653_{o,a}, 653_{o,b}, thereby providing for selective write data reception. More specifically, enable-write signal Ewr0u is supplied to sampling circuits 653_{o,a}, 653_{o,b}, within the demultiplexers 651_{o,a} and 651_{o,b} to either enable or disable reception of byte 0a, and write-enable signal Ewr1u is likewise supplied to sampling circuits 653_{o,a}, 653_{o,b}, within demultiplexers 651_{o,a} and 651_{o,b} to either enable or disable reception of byte 1a. Write-enable signals Ewr0v and Ewr1v are similarly supplied to sampling circuits 653_{o,a}, 653_{o,b}, within demultiplexers 651_{o,a}, 651_{o,b} and 651_{o,l} to either enable or disable reception of the byte 1a. Selective enabling of data reception may be effected within sampling circuits 653_{o,a}, 653_{o,b} in a number of ways including, without limitation, decoupling the sampling circuits 653_{o,a}, 653_{o,b}, from one or more power supply lines (i.e., powering down the sampling circuits), gating one or more clock signals supplied to the sampling circuits 653_{o,a}, 653_{o,b}, and or preventing opera-
tion of latching circuits or other circuit components of the sampling circuits 653,653. Also, in embodiments having on-chip termination structures (e.g., pull-up circuit for charging signal lines to a nominal level) coupled to inputs of the sampling circuits 653,653, such on-chip termination structures may be selectively activated according to the corresponding enable bits, for example, by switchably coupling each of the termination structures to one or more signal lines that form a signal link if the corresponding enable bit is in an enable state and switchably decoupling the termination structure from the one or more signal lines if the enable bit is in a disable state.

[0067] Enable-write signals Ewr0u and Ewr1u are buffered within storage element 657u in response to a rising edge of the pipeline clock signal and supplied to the load-enable inputs of storage elements 655u0, and 655u, respectively, within write pipeline register 654. Enable-write signals Ewr0v and Ewr1v are similarly buffered within storage element 657v in response to a falling edge of the pipeline clock signal (i.e., a half cycle after Ewr0u and Ewr1u are buffered) and supplied to the load-enable inputs of storage elements 655v0, and 655v, respectively, of the write pipeline register 654. By this operation, each write data byte is loaded into the write pipeline register 654 if the corresponding write enable bit is set, thus saving power by preventing null data from being loaded into the write pipeline register 654. In alternative embodiments, the enable-write signals may be used to gate the clock signals supplied to storage elements 655 instead of being supplied to load inputs. That is, all selectively loaded storage elements within the memory device may be implemented by loadable flip-flops or by gated-clock arrangements. Also, while edge-triggered storage elements are generally shown and described, latches or other level-based storage elements may alternatively be used to implement storage elements within request pipes, enable pipes and read/write data pipes.

[0068] In the particular embodiment of FIG. 9, storage elements 655u0, and 655u, of the write pipeline register 654 are clocked by the falling edge of the pipeline clock signal and thus are loaded at the conclusion of the activation phase of the corresponding memory access transaction. Storage elements 655v0, and 655v, are clocked by the rising edge of the pipeline clock signal and thus are not loaded until after the start of the column-access phase and after an activation phase for a subsequent memory transaction has begun. Accordingly, in one embodiment, the enable-write signals that correspond to the colV memory access, Ewr0v and Ewr1v, are applied within the write data pipe 650 after the activation phase of a subsequent memory access transaction is initiated and, as shown in FIG. 7, are therefore strobed into buffer 527 of the enable pipe in response to a rising edge of the pipeline clock signal to maintain their availability in the next phase.

[0069] Still referring to FIG. 9, the colU data bytes buffered within storage elements 655u0, and 655u, are output to the first input port of multiplexer 661, and the colV data bytes buffered within storage elements 655v0, and 655v, are similarly output to the second input port of multiplexer 661. The select input of multiplexer 661 is coupled to receive the pipeline clock signal so that, when the pipeline clock signal is low (i.e., in the first half of the column-access phase), the colU data bytes 0u and 1u are passed to the inputs of write drivers 665, and 655u, respectively, and when the pipeline clock signal is high (in the second half of the column-access phase), the colV data bytes 0v and 1v are supplied to the inputs of the write drivers 665, and 655v. The enable-write signals Ewr0u and Ewr1u output from buffer element 657u are buffered within storage element 659u in response to a falling edge of the pipeline clock signal (i.e., a half cycle after being buffered in element 657u) and supplied to the first input port of multiplexer 663. Similarly, enable-write signals Ewr0v and Ewr1v output from buffer element 657v are buffered within storage element 659v in response to a rising edge of the pipeline clock signal and supplied to the second input port of multiplexer 663. The select input of multiplexer 663 is coupled to receive the pipeline clock signal so that, during the first half of the column-access phase, when the two colU data bytes are output from multiplexer 661, enable-write signals Ewr0u and Ewr1u are provided to enable inputs of write drivers 665, and 665, respectively, so that each of the write drivers 665 is either enabled to drive or disabled from driving the corresponding colU data byte onto a respective byte lane (Col 0 or Col) of the core-access path 660. Similarly, during the second half of the column-access phase, when the two colV data bytes are output from multiplexer 661, enable-write signals Ewr0v and Ewr1v are output from multiplexer 663 to selectively enable write drivers 665 to drive the colV data bytes onto the core-access path 660.

[0070] Returning to FIG. 7, the column-access phase of a memory access begins when the memory access request has been loaded into storage element 509, of request pipeline register 508 and the corresponding enable bits have been loaded into storage element 519, of enable pipeline register 518. In the core-access phase, the column access signal (Col) is combined with the enable bits for the colU data to generate a first enable-column signal, Ecu, for the first column access, and with the enable bits for the colV data to generate a second enable-column signal, Ecw, for the second column access. More specifically, the enable bits for the colU data, EN0u and EN1u, are ORed in OR gate 533u, and then ANDed with the column-access signal in AND gate 535u, to generate the Ecu signal, and the enable bits for the colV data, EN0v and EN1v, are likewise ORed in OR gate 533v, then ANDed with the column access signal in AND gate 535v, to generate the Ecw signal. The Ecu and Ecw signals are supplied to first and second input ports of multiplexer 537 which, due to the pipeline clock signal applied at the multiplexer select input, outputs Ecu as enable-column signal (Ecu) during a first half of the column-access phase (i.e., when the pipeline clock signal is low), and outputs Ecw as the enable-column signal during the second half of the column-access phase. Multiplexer 539 similarly outputs the column address for the colU access (i.e., Cu) as the column address (C) during the first half of the column-access phase, and outputs the column address for the colV access (i.e., Cv) as column address C during the second half of the column-access phase. The bank address (Bc) is also output during the column-access phase and applied within the row decoder as discussed below.

[0071] As shown in FIG. 8A, the column address (C) and enable-column signal (Ec) are supplied to a column-select logic circuit 563 within the column decoder 551. Referring to an exemplary embodiment of the column-select logic circuit shown in FIG. 8F, the column address is decoded by logic AND gates 635 to generate select signals which, are gated in turn with the enable-column signal in AND gates 637 to selectively activate one of thirty-two column select lines 639 (CS). The column select lines 639 are supplied to a multiplexer network to select a subset of sixteen global bit lines 621 from the total of 512 global bit lines 621 (i.e., 32×16) for the subbank group. More specifically, the thirty-two column
select lines 639 are coupled to a set of sixteen 32:1 selector circuits 615, 615t, each of which may be implemented as shown, for example by selector circuit 611 of FIG. 8G to include thirty-two pass-gate transistors 613, 613t coupled between a respective global bit line 621 and a signal line of the core-access path 660. The column select lines 639 are coupled to gate terminals of respective pass-gate transistors 613 so that, when a given column select line 639 is activated, a path is formed between a selected sixteen-bit subcolumn of sense amplifiers 597 within the sense amplifier subgroup and the sixty-four-bit core-access path 660. If the enable-column signal is deasserted, indicating that no storage locations are to be accessed within the subbank group in the current portion of the column-access cycle (e.g., the coU access or the coV access), then none of the column select lines 639 are activated and no path is formed between the core-access path 660 and the sense amplifier subgroups of the subbank group, thus avoiding expenditure of power in the non-selected subbank group.

[0072] Still referring to FIG. 8A, the enable-column signal is also supplied, along with the bank address, to a sense-access logic circuit 561 within each of the subbank row decoders 554. In one embodiment, shown in FIG. 8G, each of the sense-access logic circuits 561 includes an AND gate 631 that raises a bank select signal in response to a bank address that specifies the corresponding subbank, and an AND gate 632 that activates a sense-access line 620 if the bank-select signal and enable-column signal are both asserted. Referring to the exemplary sense amplifier embodiment shown in FIG. 8E, the sense-access line 620 of a given subbank is coupled to an access transistor 603 within each sense amplifier 597 of the corresponding sense amplifier subgroup and, when activated, forms a path (via transistor 603) between the data nodes 599 of the sense amplifiers 597 and respective global bit lines 621, thereby enabling the contents of the sense amplifier subgroup to be output onto the global bit lines 621 in a read operation, and to allow write data present on the global bit lines 621 (i.e., on the global bit lines coupled to the core-access path 660 via the column decoder 551) to overwrite the contents of the selected subcolumn of sense amplifiers 597 in a write operation. If the enable-column signal is deasserted, indicating that no storage locations are to be accessed within the subbank group in the current portion of the column-access cycle (e.g., the coU access or the coV access), then none of the sense-access lines 620 are activated within the subbank group and no path is formed between the sense amplifier subgroups and the global bit lines 621, thus further conserving power in the non-selected subbank groups.

[0073] Referring again to FIG. 7, the subbank enable bits stored within storage element 519, are also ANDed with a read signal 514 (itself generated by combination of the read/write specifier and the column-access signal in AND gate 513) in logic AND gates 529 to generate a set of enable-read signals (Erdu, Erdi, Erdv, and Erdv) that may be used to selectively load each of the corresponding four read data bytes received from the memory core (i.e., via the core-access path) into the read data pipe. As with enable-write signals, Erw, Erw, and Erw, the enable-read signals that correspond to the coV memory access, Erdv and Erdv, may be applied after the activation phase of a subsequent memory access transaction is initiated and, as shown, may therefore be strobed into buffer 531 to maintain their availability in the next phase.

FIG. 10 illustrates an embodiment of a read data pipe 700 that may be used in conjunction with an enable pipe 505 of FIG. 7 for a given subbank group. As shown, the read data pipe 700 includes a read pipeline register 702 having four constituent storage elements 701u, 701u, 701v, and 701v. Storage elements 701u and 701u are coupled to the lower-eight lines (G0) and upper-eight lines (G1), respectively, of core-access path 660 and are clocked by the rising edge of the pipeline clock signal (PClk). Storage elements 701v and 701v are also coupled to the lower-eight and upper-eight lines of the core-access path 660, but are clocked by the falling edge of the recovered clock cycle. By this arrangement, the coU read data bytes are strobed into storage elements 701u and 701u at the conclusion of the first half of the column-access phase (i.e., when the pipeline clock signal goes high), and the coV read data bytes are strobed into storage elements 701v and 701v at the conclusion of the second half of the column-access phase, when the pipeline clock signal goes low. The upper and lower 4-bits of each buffered read data byte are driven onto respective data links of the data interface by a set of serializing output drivers 707u, 707u, 707v, and 707v. As shown in the detail view 707u, each of the serializing output drivers 707 includes a set of eight subphase data selectors 709, 709, that are enabled in respective subphase intervals, and an output driver 711 to drive the data selected by the data selectors onto a corresponding data link. In one embodiment, each of the subphase data selectors includes an AND gate 713 and driver element 715 that operate to pass a respective one of the eight input bits to the output driver in a corresponding one of eight transmit intervals. Referring to subphase data selector 709, for example, AND gate 713 enables driver element 715 to output bit 0 of read data byte 1v when subphase clock signal A1 goes high, then disables driver element 715 when subsequent subphase clock signal B0 goes high. The AND gates 713 coupled to the remaining subphase driver elements are enabled to output the remaining three lower bits of data byte 1v, then the four lower bits of read data byte 1v in progressively delayed intervals, thus generating a serial stream of bits on data link DQv with bits 0-3 of data byte 1v being delivered first, followed by bits 0-3 of data byte 1v. The upper-four bits of each of data bytes 1u and 1v are similarly output onto data link DQu and DQv respectively, by serializing output drivers 707u and 707v, respectively, of the read pipeline register 702 and enable-read signals Erdu and Erdv are likewise supplied to load-enable inputs of storage elements 701u and 701v, to prevent the read pipeline register 702 from being loaded with null data and thereby conserving power in any column read operation in which less than all storage locations within the address range specified by the bank/row/column address are to be accessed. In the embodiment shown, the enable read signals for coU data (Erdu, Erdiu) are buffered within storage element 703u in response to a rising edge of the pipeline clock signal, and the enable read signals for coV data (Erdu, Erdv) are buffered within storage element 703v in response to a falling edge of the pipeline clock signal. The buffered enable-read signals that correspond to the low order byte in each of the coU and coV read operations (i.e., Erdu and Erdv) are logically ORed in OR gate 705, to generate an output-enable signal 706u that is supplied to output drivers
711 within the low-order byte serializing output drivers 707 and 707, thus disabling output-drive operation therein and preventing power from being expended to drive null read data onto the corresponding data links. The buffered enable-read signals that correspond to the high-order byte in each of the coU and coV read operations (i.e., Erd1U and Erd1V) are similarly ORed in OR gate 705, to generate an output-enable signal 706, for selectively enabling output drivers 711 within the high-order serializing output drivers 707 and 707, respectively. In alternative embodiments, the individual enable-read signals 706 for each of the coU and coV data bytes may be applied in order to the output drivers 711 within the corresponding output serializers to selectively enable the output drivers during each half of the clock cycle in which read data is output onto the serial links. For example, Erd0U may be applied to the output drivers 711 within output serializers 707 and 707, during a first half of the data output cycle (i.e., when coU data is being output) and Erd0V may be supplied to the same output drivers during the second half of the data output cycle, when coV data is being output. Erd1U and Erd1V may likewise be applied in succession to the output drivers 711 within serializing output drivers 707 and 707, respectively.

[0075] In alternative embodiments, the individual enable-read signals 706 for each of the coU and coV data bytes may be applied in order to the output drivers 711 within the corresponding output serializers to selectively enable the output drivers during each half of the clock cycle in which read data is output onto the serial links. For example, Erd0U may be applied to the output drivers 711 within output serializers 707 and 707, during a first half of the data output cycle (i.e., when coU data is being output) and Erd0V may be supplied to the same output drivers during the second half of the data output cycle, when coV data is being output. Erd1U and Erd1V may likewise be applied in succession to the output drivers 711 within serializing output drivers 707 and 707, respectively. Also, selective enabling of data transmission may be effected within output drivers 711 in a number of ways including, without limitation, decoupling the output drivers 711 from one or more power supply lines (i.e., powering down the output drivers), gating one or more clock signals supplied to the output drivers 711 and/or preventing operation of driver circuits or other circuit components of output drivers 711. Also, in embodiments having on-chip termination structures (e.g., pull-up circuit for charging signal lines to a nominal level) coupled to outputs of the output drivers 711, such on-chip termination structures may be selectively activated according to the corresponding enable bits, for example, by switchably coupling each of the termination structures to one or more signal lines that form a signal link if the corresponding enable bit is in an enable state and switchably decoupling the termination structure from the one or more signal lines if the enable bit is in a disable state.

[0076] Returning to FIG. 7, the precharge phase of a memory access begins when the memory access request is loaded into storage element 509, of request pipeline register 508 and the corresponding enable bits are loaded into storage element 519, of enable pipeline register 518. In the precharge phase, the precharge signal (Pre) is ANDed in gate 543 with a logic OR (performed in gate 541) of the subbank enable bits to generate an enable-precharge signal, Ep. By this operation, if all of the subbank enable bits are low, indicating that none of the storage locations specified in the current memory access request are located within the corresponding subbank group (and that no row activation was performed in the activation phase and, therefore, no precharge operation is necessary in the precharge phase), then the enable-precharge signal is deserialized to prevent an unnecessary precharge operation from being performed within the subbank group. Referring to FIGS. 7 and 8A, the enable-precharge signal is supplied, along with bank address Bp (i.e., the bank address buffered within storage element 509, of request pipeline register 508) to the row-select logic circuit 557 and sense-select logic circuit 559 within each subbank row decoder 554. If the enable-precharge signal is asserted, each of the word lines 617 within the subbank specified by the bank address is driven low by the corresponding row-select circuit 557 (i.e., through operation of gates 577 and 579, and transistor 582) to discharge any residual charge on the word line 617 activated in the activation phase. Similarly, the sense line 618 for the address-specified subbank is driven low by the corresponding sense-select circuit 559 (i.e., through operation of gates 586 and 587, and transistor 588) to discharge any residual charge on the sense line 618 activated in the activation phase. Thus, if no row activation was performed within the activation phase of the memory access, the enable-precharge signal will be low to prevent power expenditure in an unnecessary precharge operation. Note that the local bit lines 619 of the specified subbank and/or the global bit lines 621 of the subbank group may also be selectively precharged by a bit line precharge circuit (not shown) according to the state of the enable-precharge signal.

[0077] Reflecting on the memory device 300 of FIG. 4, and the corresponding timing diagram and embodiments of constituent components described in reference to FIGS. 5-10, it should be noted that various changes may be made without departing from the scope of the present invention. For example, while a DRAM architecture has been generally described, the power-saving techniques and principles may be applied more generally in any memory device having multiple storage facilities that are accessed using parallel sets of resources. Also, particular interface widths, numbers of pipeline stages, slice, bank and subbank configurations, timing arrangements and allocation of interface nodes to the request interface, enable interface and data interface have been disclosed for purposes of clarity. In alternative embodiments, such particular details or any subset thereof may be changed to meet application needs.

[0078] FIG. 11 illustrates an embodiment of a multiphase clock generator 750 that may be used to implement the clock circuit 501 of FIG. 7 and generate subphase clock signals 502. The multiphase clock generator 750 includes back-to-back coupled delay locked loops (DLLs) 751 and 753, with DLL 751 coupled to receive a reference clock signal (CLK) and generate the pipeline clock signal (PClk) in response. DLL 753 receives an unbuffered version of the pipeline clock signal 752 (i.e., pipeline clock signal prior to propagation through clock driver 755) and generates subphase clock signals 502. More specifically, DLL 753 includes a phase detector 761, delay control circuit 763 (e.g., a charge pump and charge storage element, not specifically shown) and a delay line 757 formed by daisy-chained (i.e., output-to-input coupled) delay elements 757, 757. The unbuffered pipeline clock signal 752 and output of the delay line 757 (i.e., output of the final delay element 757,) are provided to respective inputs of the phase detector 761 which, in turn, generates either a high or low phase control signal according to whether the delay line output lags or leads clock signal 752. The delay control circuit 763 responds to the phase control signal by
raising or lowering a control signal 754 (e.g., a voltage or current control) applied to the delay elements 757,757, thereby decreasing or increasing the propagation delay in the delay line 757 until, by virtue of the negative feedback loop formed through the delay line 757, phase detector 761 and delay control circuit 763, the delay line output is phase aligned with clock signal 752. By this operation, the outputs of the delay elements 757,757, transition at respective sub-phase offsets that are evenly distributed within the cycle time of clock signal 752. Accordingly, the outputs of the delay elements 757,757, are coupled to respective clock drivers 759,759, to provide the sub-phase clock signals 502. In the particular embodiment shown, the delay line output (i.e., output of delay element 757) is used to source subphase clock D1 so that, assuming a substantially matched delay in clock drivers 755 and 755, subphase clock D1 is phase aligned with the pipeline clock signal. The assignment of the subphase clock signals to the clock drivers 759,759, may be different in alternative embodiments so that the pipeline clock signal is phase aligned with a different subphase clock signal.  

[0079] Still referring to FIG. 11, an optional clock enable signal (e.g., received via the CKE I/O node depicted in the access controller of FIG. 6) may be used to enable and disable subphase clock generation within multiphase clock generator 750. For example, in one embodiment, the clock enable signal is used to disable clock generation within DLL 751, causing the pipeline clock signal (PCLK) and each of the subphase clock signals 502 to stop oscillating (i.e., to be disabled or shut off), and thereby placing the memory device in an extremely low power mode referred to herein as a standby mode. In standby mode, the memory device may be entirely disabled, or a low-speed internal clock signal may be used to perform a minimal set of maintenance operations, such as memory refresh. In an alternative embodiment, the clock enable signal may be provided directly to both DLL 751 and DLL 753 and thus directly disable DLL 753. Also, additional clock enable signals may be provided to multiphase clock generator 750 to control generation of individual subphase clock signals or groups of subphase clock signals according to the subbanks to be accessed in a given memory transaction. The additional clock enable signals may be used to disable subphase clock signal generation within clock generator 750 or may be applied elsewhere within the clock tree (not shown) to disable clock signal generation as desired for power-saving or other purposes.  

[0080] FIG. 12 illustrates a programmable configuration register 791 and mode selection circuitry 790 that may be used to transition a memory device between the normal and low power operating modes described above. In the embodiment shown, the configuration register 791 includes storage for a power mode bit 792 (PM) that is used to select either the normal operating mode or the low power operating mode described in reference to FIG. 2. In alternative embodiments, multiple power mode bits may be provided, each to potentially control enable different portions of the low-power circuitry (e.g., respective bits to enable selective row activation, selective column decoding, selective precharge), for example, for test purposes or to meet particular needs of a given application. Also, the programmable register 791 may be run-time programmable, for example, in response to a configuration request issued to the memory device by a memory controller or other host device at system startup or upon detecting a threshold density of fine-grained memory accesses or other indication that low power operation is desirable (e.g., receiving an indication that the host device has been switched from line power to battery power). Alternatively, the programmable register 791 may be programmed at production time (e.g., through fuse-blowing or other one-time programmable operation) according to intended application of the memory device.  

[0081] Still referring to FIG. 12, if a low-power mode of operation is selected, multiplexer 793 is set to pass enable bits 794 to power control circuitry 795, selectively enable operations within a given subbank group. The power control circuitry 795 may include any or all of the power control circuits described in reference to FIG. 3 or other Figures herein for selectively enabling row activation, column decoding, data pipe loading, precharge, and so forth (with corresponding enable pipeline to ensure appropriate timing of the enable bits 794). If normal mode is selected, the multiplexer 793 is set to pass logic ‘1’ values in place of the enable bits, thereby forcing the control logic circuitry 795 to enable activation, data pipe loading, column-access and precharge operations in each of the subbank groups. Multiplexer 797 is provided to bypass storage element 173 of enable pipeline register 173 during normal mode operation, thereby enabling write mask bits to be received via the enable interface 151b concurrently with data received via path 151a and instead of enable bits.  

[0082] FIG. 13 illustrates an embodiment of a memory system 810 including a processor 811 (or any other memory access requestor) and a low power memory subsystem 815. The memory subsystem 815 includes a memory controller 817 coupled to one or more memory modules 831,831, with each memory module 831 including one or more memory devices 835,835, integrated circuit devices (e.g., 835w) or other non-volatile storage that provides characterizing information for the corresponding memory devices 835. In one embodiment, the characterizing information may include power mode capability of the corresponding memory devices 835 (e.g., that the memory devices 835 are low power memory devices as described above and/or capable of being switched between normal and low power modes) in addition to storage capacity, maximum operating frequency and/or other memory device characteristics. By this arrangement, the memory controller 817 may read the characterizing information from the SPD 837 for each memory module 831 (or an SPD or like device for the set of memory modules) and identify one or more memory modules 831 as being low power memory modules or capable of being switched between normal and low power operating modes. In one embodiment, the memory controller 817 may program power modes within all selectable-power-mode memory devices 835 according to application needs or to establish uniform operation over all the memory modules 831. For example, if the set of memory modules 831 includes a hybrid assortment of power-mode-selectable memory modules and conventional memory modules, the memory controller 817 may program a normal-mode operation within the memory devices 835 of the power-mode-selectable memory modules to establish uniform operation across all the memory modules 831. Alternatively, the memory controller 817 (or processor) may allocate data storage within the memory modules according to power-mode selectability. For example, the processor 811 may instruct the memory controller 817 to allocate storage within the power-mode-selectable memory modules to application programs associated with mobile operation.
With respect to a power-mode selection within a given memory module 831, the memory controller 817 may dynamically transition the memory module 831 between normal and low power modes, for example, in response to detecting a transition between line power and battery power (e.g., such detection being signaled by the processor 811 or by a signal generated by line-power-detection circuitry, not shown), in response to detecting a threshold density of fine-grained memory accesses (e.g., memory access requests for which the host indicates that a threshold portion of data written to the addressed storage range is unneeded) or in response to an explicit power mode command from the processor 811 or other control device.

Within the memory controller 817, a request generator 823 and enable generator 821 are provided to generate memory access requests (and operational requests to configure the memory devices, read the SPD, perform signaling calibration, refresh operations, etc.) and corresponding enable information in response to access requests from the processor 811 received via host interface path 812 (which may include separate data and request components as shown or a time-multiplexed path). A data pipe 819 is provided to buffer read and write data associated with the memory access requests and/or configuration operations. A signaling path 818 that corresponds to the signaling interface of the memory devices described above in reference to FIGS. 3 and 4 (i.e., having data, enable (EN) and request (RQ) interfaces) is used to transmit memory access requests and associated enable information to the memory modules 831, and to transmit and receive write and read data associated with the memory access requests. Though not shown, one or more signal or strobe signal lines for conveying timing information (e.g., reference clock signal) may be provided to time the receipt of signals within the memory devices 835 and/or memory controller 817. Alternatively, clocking information may be embedded in the request and/or data transmissions (e.g., through coding to ensure sufficient transition density) and recovered within individual components of the memory subsystem. For example, in one embodiment, each of the memory devices 835 includes clock recovery circuitry to recover the reference clock signal described in reference to FIG. 11 from one or more signals transmitted via signaling path 818.

Although memory modules 831 are depicted in FIG. 13, the memory devices 835 (and, optionally, associated or integrated SPD elements 837) may be mounted directly to a motherboard or integrated into a multi-chip module with the memory controller 817 and/or processor 811, for example, in a system-in-package (SiP) DRAM system. Also, the data path and enable/request path coupled between the memory devices 835 (or memory modules) and the memory controller 817 may be implemented using virtually any signaling channel, including an electronic conduction path, an optical path or wireless signaling channel. Further, the processor 811, memory controller 817, and/or one or more of memory devices 835 may be combined on a single integrated circuit die in an alternative embodiment.

It should also be noted that the various circuits disclosed herein may be described using computer-aided design tools and expressed (or represented), as data and/or instructions embodied in various computer-readable media, in terms of their behavioral, register transfer, logic component, transistor, layout geometries, and/or other characteristics. Formats of files and other objects in which such circuit expressions may be implemented include, but are not limited to, formats supporting behavioral languages such as C, Verilog, and HLDL, formats supporting register level description languages like RTL, and formats supporting geometry description languages such as GDSII, GDSIII, GDSIV, CIF, MEBES and any other suitable formats and languages. Computer-readable media in which such formatted data and/or instructions may be embodied include, but are not limited to, non-volatile storage media in various forms (e.g., optical, magnetic or semiconductor storage media) and carrier waves that may be used to transfer such formatted data and/or instructions through wireless, optical, or wired signaling media or any combination thereof. Examples of transfer of such formatted data and/or instructions by carrier waves include, but are not limited to, transfers (uploads, downloads, e-mail, etc.) over the Internet and/or other computer networks via one or more data transfer protocols (e.g., HTTP, FTP, SMTP, etc.).
driving and signal receiving circuits. A signal line is said to be “activated” when a signal is asserted on the signal line, and “deactivated” when the signal is deasserted. Additionally, the prefix symbol “<” attached to signal names indicates that the signal is an active low signal (i.e., the asserted state is a logic low state). A line over a signal name (e.g., ‘<signalname>’) is also used to indicate an active low signal. The term “coupled” is used herein to express a direct connection as well as a connection through one or more intervening circuits or structures. The term “exemplary” is used to express an example, not a preference or requirement.

[0089] With respect to disabling the operation of logic circuits, storage elements, clock generating circuits and so forth, for purposes of reducing power consumption in unused signal paths and circuit blocks, it should be noted that circuits described as being disabled or deactivated by assertion or deassertion of a logic signal may alternatively be disabled or deactivated by decoupling such circuits from one or more power supply nodes, by gating clock signals supplied to such circuits or by taking any other action that results in lower power consumption. Conversely, circuits described as being disabled or deactivated by gating one or more clock signals may alternatively be disabled or deactivated by preventing logic operations from being carried out within such circuit, for example and without limitation, by preventing one or more control signals from being asserted or by ensuring that incoming data matches presently held data (e.g., effecting a hold operation within the circuit).

[0090] Various aspects of the subject-matter described herein are set out non-exhaustively in the following numbered clauses:

[0091] 1. A method of operation within a memory device having a memory core and a signaling interface, the method comprising:

[0092] receiving a command that specifies at least a portion of a memory access; and during the memory access:

[0093] transferring data between the memory core and the signaling interface;

[0094] transferring the data between the signaling interface and an external signal path; and

[0095] receiving enable information prior to transferring the data between the signaling interface and the external signal path, the enable information to selectively enable at least a first memory resource and a second memory resource, wherein each of the first memory resource and the second memory resource performs a control function associated with the memory access.

[0096] 2. The method of clause 1 wherein receiving enable information to selectively enable at least a first memory resource and a second memory resource comprises receiving enable information to selectively enable sampling circuits to receive write data from the external signal path.

[0097] 3. The method of clause 2 wherein receiving enable information to selectively enable sampling circuits to receive write data from the external signal path comprises receiving enable information to selectively couple termination structures to respective signal links of the external signal path.

[0098] 4. The method of clause 1 wherein receiving enable information to selectively enable at least a first memory resource and a second memory resource comprises receiving enable information to selectively enable data transfer between a first set of data storage elements and address-specified columns of sense amplifiers within a bank of sense amplifiers.

[0099] 5. The method of clause 1 wherein receiving enable information to selectively enable at least a first memory resource and a second memory resource comprises receiving enable information to selectively load write data, received via the external signal path, into respective storage elements of a write pipeline register.

[0100] 6. The method of clause 1 wherein receiving enable information to selectively enable at least a first memory resource and a second memory resource comprises receiving enable information to selectively transfer data from storage locations within the memory core to a bank of sense amplifiers according to the states of the enable signals.

[0101] 7. The method of clause 1 wherein receiving enable information to selectively enable at least a first memory resource and a second memory resource comprises receiving enable information to selectively transfer data between a first set of storage elements within a data pipeline register and address-specified columns of sense amplifiers within a bank of sense amplifiers.

[0102] 8. The method of clause 7 wherein selectively transferring data between a first set of data storage elements and address-specified columns of sense amplifiers comprises generating, in a first column access operation, column-access signals that correspond to respective subbanks within the memory core, each of the column-access signals having a state corresponding to whether the enable bits indicate that at least one storage location to be accessed in the first column access operation is disposed within the subbank to which the column-access signal corresponds.

[0103] 9. The method of clause 8 wherein the bank of sense amplifiers comprises multiple sense amplifier groups that correspond respectively to the subbanks, and wherein selectively transferring data between a first set of storage elements and address-specified columns of sense amplifiers further comprises, for each of the subbanks, transferring data between the corresponding sense amplifier group and a respective subset of storage elements within the first set of storage elements if the column-access signal for the subbank is in an enable state.

[0104] 10. The method of clause 9 wherein transferring data between the sense amplifier group and the subset of storage elements comprises activating an access-enable line coupled to the sense amplifier group if the column-access signal for the corresponding subbank is in the enable state.

[0105] 11. The method of clause 9 wherein transferring data between the sense amplifier group and the subset of storage elements comprises forming a path in a multiplexing circuit coupled between the sense amplifier group and the subset of storage elements if the column-access signal for the corresponding subbank is in the enable state.

[0106] 12. (The method of clause 1 wherein receiving enable information to selectively enable at least a first memory resource and a second memory resource comprises receiving enable information to selectively load the data into output storage elements for transmission onto the external signal path.

[0107] 13. The method of clause 1 wherein receiving enable information to selectively enable at least a first memory resource and a second memory resource com-
prises receiving enable information to selectively enable output drivers to output the data onto the external signal path.

[0108] 14. The method of clause 13 wherein receiving enable information to selectively enable output drivers to output the data onto the external signal path comprises receiving enable information to selectively couple termination structures to respective signal links of the external signal path.

[0109] 15. The method of clause 1 further comprising selectively precharging storage subbanks of the memory core according to the enable information.

[0110] 16. A method of operation within a memory device having a memory core, the method comprising:

[0111] receiving a memory access request and corresponding enable information, the enable information including enable values that correspond to respective storage locations within the memory core;

[0112] selectively transferring data from the storage locations to a bank of sense amplifiers according to the states of the enable values; and

[0113] selectively enabling write drivers to output write data to the bank of sense amplifiers according to the states of the enable values.

[0114] 17. The method of clause 16 wherein selectively enabling write drivers to output write data to the bank of sense amplifiers according to the states of the enable values comprises selectively enabling write drivers to output write data to address-specified columns of sense amplifiers within the bank of sense amplifiers.

[0115] 18. The method of clause 16 wherein selectively transferring data from the storage locations to the bank of sense amplifiers comprises generating activate-enable signals that correspond to respective subbanks of the memory core, each of the activate-enable signals having either an enable state or a disable state according to whether the enable bits indicate that at least one of the storage locations to be accessed is disposed within the sub-bank to which the activate-enable signal corresponds.

[0116] 19. The method of clause 18 wherein selectively transferring data from the storage locations to the bank of sense amplifiers further comprises, for each of the sub-banks, transferring data from storage cells within the sub-bank to sense amplifiers of the subbank if the activate-enable signal is in the enable state, and wherein the sense amplifiers of each of the subbanks collectively constitute the bank of sense amplifiers.

[0117] 20. The method of clause 19 wherein transferring data from storage cells within the subbank to sense amplifiers of the subbank if the activate-enable signal is in the enable state comprises activating a word line coupled to a row of storage cells within the subbank if the activate-enable signal is in the enable state, the row of storage cells within the subbank constituting a subrow of storage cells within the storage bank.

[0118] 21. The method of clause 19 wherein transferring data from storage cells within the subbank to sense amplifiers of the subbank if the activate-enable signal is in the enable state comprises activating a sense line coupled to the sense amplifiers of the subbank.

[0119] 22. A method of operation within a memory device having a storage array and a bank of sense amplifiers coupled to the storage array, the method comprising:

[0120] receiving a memory access request and corresponding enable information, the enable information including enable values that correspond to respective groups of sense amplifiers within the bank of sense amplifiers;

[0121] selectively forming signal paths between the groups of sense amplifiers and respective write driver circuits according to the states of the enable values; and

[0122] selectively enabling the write driver circuits to output write data to the groups of sense amplifiers via the signal paths according to the states of the enable values.

[0123] 23. The method of clause 22 wherein selectively forming signal paths between the groups of sense amplifiers and respective write driver circuits according to the states of the enable values comprises selectively activating access-enable lines coupled respectively to the groups of sense amplifiers.

[0124] 24. The method of clause 22 wherein selectively forming signal paths between the groups of sense amplifiers and respective write driver circuits according to the states of the enable values comprises selectively forming signal paths in multiplexing circuits coupled respectively between the sense amplifier groups and the write driver circuits.

[0125] 25. A method of operation within a memory device having a memory core, the method comprising:

[0126] receiving a memory access request and corresponding enable information, the enable information including enable values that correspond to respective storage subbanks within the memory core;

[0127] selectively enabling write drivers to output write data to sense amplifier groups that correspond to the storage subbanks according to the states of the enable values; and

[0128] selectively precharging the storage subbanks according to the states of the enable values.

[0129] 26. A method of operation within a memory device having a memory core, the method comprising:

[0130] receiving a memory access request and corresponding enable information, the enable information including enable values that correspond to respective storage subbanks within the memory core and

[0131] selectively enabling input receivers to receive write data associated with the memory access request according to the states of the enable values.

[0132] 27. A method of operation within a memory device having a memory core, the method comprising:

[0133] receiving a memory access request and corresponding enable information, the enable information including enable values that correspond to respective storage subbanks within the memory core and

[0134] selectively loading write data associated with the memory access request into a write pipeline register according to the states of the enable values.

[0135] 28. A method of operation within a memory device, the method comprising:

[0136] receiving a memory read request;

[0137] receiving enable bits that correspond to respective storage locations within the memory device; and

[0138] selectively transferring read data from the storage locations to an external signaling interface of the memory device according to states of the enable bits.

[0139] 29. The method of clause 28 wherein selectively transferring read data from the storage locations to an
external signaling interface comprises selectively transferring the read data from the storage locations to a sense amplifier bank according to the states of the enable signals.

[0140] 30. The method of clause 28 wherein selectively transferring read data from the storage locations to the external signaling interface comprises selectively transferring the read data from a sense amplifier bank of the memory device to the external signaling interface according to the states of the enable signals.

[0141] 31. The method of clause 30 wherein selectively transferring the read data from the sense amplifier bank to the external signaling interface comprises selectively loading the read data into output storage circuits according to the states of the enable signals.

[0142] 32. The method of clause 30 wherein selectively transferring the read data from the sense amplifier bank to the external signaling interface comprises selectively enabling output drivers to output the read data to the external signaling interface according to the states of the enable signals.

[0143] 33. A memory device comprising:

[0144] a storage bank having a plurality of storage sub-banks;

[0145] a sense amplifier bank having a plurality of sense amplifier subgroups coupled respectively to the storage subbanks;

[0146] interface circuitry to receive a request to access a range of storage locations within the storage bank and enable bits that indicate, for each storage location within the range, whether the storage location is to be accessed;

[0147] control circuitry to selectively enable data to be transferred from the storage subbanks to the sense amplifier subgroups according to the enable bits; and

[0148] write driver circuitry to selectively output write data to the sense amplifier groups according to the enable bits.

[0149] 34. The memory device of clause 33 wherein the range of storage locations comprises storage locations disposed within each of the storage subbanks and wherein the control circuitry comprises circuitry to enable data to be transferred, for each of the storage subbanks indicated by the enable bits to contain at least one of the storage locations to be accessed, from the storage subbank to the respective sense amplifier subgroup.

[0150] 35. The memory device of clause 34 wherein the circuitry to enable data to be transferred from the storage subbank to the sense amplifier subgroup comprises circuitry to activate a word line coupled to a row of storage cells within the subbank if the enable bits indicate that the storage subbank contains at least one of the storage locations to be accessed.

[0151] 36. The memory device of clause 34 wherein the circuitry to enable data to be transferred from the storage subbank to the sense amplifier subgroup comprises circuitry to activate a sense line coupled to the sense amplifier subgroup if the enable bits indicate that the storage subbank coupled to the sense amplifier subgroup contains at least one of the storage locations to be accessed.

[0152] 37. A memory device comprising:

[0153] a sense amplifier bank having a plurality of sense amplifier subgroups;

[0154] interface circuitry to receive a request to access a range of storage locations within the memory device and to receive enable bits that indicate, for each storage location within the range, whether the storage location is to be accessed; and

[0155] a plurality of decoder circuits to form respective signal paths for accessing each of the sense amplifier subgroups indicated by the enable bits to contain data from at least one of the storage locations to be accessed.

[0156] 38. The memory device of clause 37 further comprising an internal data path switchably coupled to the plurality of sense amplifier subgroups via the signal paths formed by the plurality of decoder circuits.

[0157] 39. The memory device of clause 37 wherein each of the sense amplifier subgroups comprises a plurality of sense amplifiers, and wherein each of the decoder circuits comprises an output enable circuit to activate an output enable line coupled in common to the plurality of sense amplifiers within a corresponding one of the sense amplifier subgroups if the enable bits indicate that the one of the sense amplifier subgroups contains data from at least one of the storage locations to be accessed.

[0158] 40. The memory device of clause 37 wherein each of the decoder circuits corresponds to a respective one of the sense amplifier subgroups and comprises a multiplexer to form a path between address-selected sense amplifiers within the corresponding sense amplifier subgroup and output nodes of the decoder circuit if the enable bits indicate that the sense amplifier subgroup contains data from at least one of the storage locations to be accessed.

[0159] 41. The memory device of clause 37 further comprising write drivers coupled to the signal paths for accessing each of the sense amplifier subgroups.

[0160] 42. The memory device of clause 41 further comprising control logic to selectively enable each of the write drivers to output write data to a respective address-selected column of sense amplifiers within the plurality of sense amplifier subgroups based, at least in part, on the state of a corresponding one of the enable bits.

[0161] 43. The memory device of clause 41 further comprising a read pipeline register having storage circuits coupled respectively to the signal paths to receive read data from each of the sense amplifier subgroups.

[0162] 44. The memory device of clause 43 further comprising control logic to selectively load each of the storage circuits of the read pipeline register with data from a respective address-selected column of sense amplifiers within the plurality of sense amplifier banks based, at least in part, on the state of a corresponding one of the enable bits.

[0163] 45. A memory device comprising:

[0164] an interface to receive a request to access a range of storage locations within a storage array of the memory device and to receive enable bits that indicate, for each storage location within the range, whether the storage location is to be accessed; and

[0165] data storage circuits to store data associated with the request, each of the data storage circuits corresponding to a respective one of the enable bits; and

[0166] a control circuit to selectively enable each of the data storage circuits to be loaded with data value associated with a respective storage location within the range according to the state of the corresponding enable bit.

[0167] 46. The memory device of clause 45 further comprising a storage array and wherein the request to access a range of storage locations comprises a memory read
request and the data associated with the request comprises data retrieved from the storage array and selectively loaded into the data storage circuits.

0168] 47. The memory device of clause 46 further comprising output driver circuitry to output data from the data storage circuits onto an external signal path, and wherein the control circuitry is configured to selectively enable the output driver circuitry to output data from each of the data storage circuits according to the state of the corresponding enable bit.

0169] 48. The memory device of clause 45 further comprising a storage array and a signaling interface, and wherein the request to access a range of storage locations comprises a memory write request and the data associated with the request comprises write data to be received via the signaling interface.

0170] 49. The memory device of clause 48 further comprising sampling circuitry coupled to the signaling interface to receive the write data, and wherein the control circuitry is configured to selectively enable the sampling circuitry to receive individual write data values of the write data according to the enable bits.

0171] 50. The memory device of clause 48 further comprising selectively loading each of the data storage circuits with a respective write data value of the write data if the corresponding enable bit is in an enable state.

0172] 51. A memory device comprising:

- a storage array having storage subbanks;
- sense amplifier groups coupled respectively to the storage banks;
- interface circuitry to receive a request to access a range of storage locations within the storage array and enable bits that indicate, for each storage location within the range, whether the storage location is to be accessed;
- write driver circuitry to selectively transfer write data to the sense amplifier groups according to the enable bits; and
- precharge circuitry to selectively to precharge the storage subbanks according to the enable bits.

0173] 52. Computer-readable media having information embodied therein that includes a description of an integrated circuit device, the information including descriptions of:

- a storage bank having a plurality of storage subbanks;
- a sense amplifier bank having a plurality of sense amplifier subgroups coupled respectively to the storage subbanks;
- interface circuitry to receive a request to access a range of storage locations within the storage bank and enable bits that indicate, for each storage location within the range, whether the storage location is to be accessed; and
- control circuitry to selectively enable data to be transferred from the storage subbanks to the sense amplifier subgroups according to the enable bits.

0183] 53. A memory device comprising

- a memory core;
- a signaling interface;
- means for transferring data between the memory core and the signaling interface in response to a command that specifies at least a portion of a memory access; and
- means transferring the data between the signaling interface and an external signal path; and

0188] means for receiving enable information prior to transferring the data between the signaling interface and the external signal path, the enable information to selectively enable at least a memory resource and a second memory resource, wherein each of the first memory resource and the second memory resource performs a control function associated with the memory access.

0189] While the invention has been described with reference to specific embodiments thereof, it will be evident that various modifications and changes may be made thereto without departing from the broader spirit and scope of the invention. Accordingly, the specification and drawings are to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense.

1. (canceled)

2. A memory device comprising a request interface, a bank of memory, and circuitry operable to service memory commands received at the request interface, the memory device further comprising a register operable to store information and circuitry operable to perform refresh for a variable portion of the bank of memory according to the state of the information stored in the register.

3. The memory device of claim 2, where the request interface is operable to receive a refresh command and where the memory device is operable to limit application of the refresh command received at the request interface according to the state of the information.

4. The memory device of claim 2, where the request interface is operable to receive a self-refresh command and where the memory device is operable to limit application of the received self-refresh command to the variable portion according to the state of the information.

5. The memory device of claim 2, where the request interface is operable to receive an auto-refresh command and where the memory device is operable to limit application of the received auto-refresh command to the variable portion according to the state of the information.

6. The memory device of claim 2, where the circuitry operable to perform the refresh is operable to activate rows of memory associated with the variable portion and is operable to withhold activation of rows of memory not associated with the variable portion.

7. The memory device of claim 2, where the circuitry operable to perform the refresh is operable to cause the memory device to sense rows of memory associated with the variable portion and is operable to cause the memory device to withhold sensing of rows of memory not associated with the variable portion.

8. The memory device of claim 2, where the circuitry operable to perform the refresh is operable to cause the memory device to precharge one or more sense amplifier groups associated with the specific portion and is operable to withhold precharge of one or more sense amplifier groups not associated with the specific portion.

9. The memory device of claim 2, where the memory device further comprises bank portions, where the information further comprises a bit of information for each respective bank portion, and where the memory device is operable to perform the refresh for each respective bank portion according to state of the respective bit.

10. A memory device comprising a request interface, a bank of memory, and circuitry operable to service memory commands received at the request interface, the memory device further comprising a register operable to store infor-
information and circuitry operable to perform refresh of rows of memory cells within the bank of memory in response to a refresh command, where the memory device is operable to limit application of the refresh command to a variable portion of the bank of memory responsive to the state of the information stored in the register.

11. The memory device of claim 10, where the request interface is operable to receive the refresh command and where the memory device is operable to limit application of the refresh command received at the request interface according to the state of the information.

12. The memory device of claim 11, where the refresh command includes a self-refresh command.

13. The memory device of claim 11, where the refresh command includes an auto-refresh command.

14. The memory device of claim 10, where the circuitry operable to perform refresh of the rows of memory cells is operable to activate rows of memory associated with the variable portion and is operable to withhold activation of rows of memory not associated with the variable portion.

15. The memory device of claim 10, where the circuitry operable to perform refresh of the rows of memory cells is operable to sense of rows of memory associated with the variable portion and is operable to withhold sensing of rows of memory not associated with the variable portion.

16. The memory device of claim 10, where the circuitry operable to perform refresh of the rows of memory cells is operable to precharge a sense amplifier group associated with the specific portion and is operable to withhold precharge of a sense amplifier group not associated with the specific portion.

17. The memory device of claim 16, where the memory device further comprises subbanks, each sense amplifier group associated with a respective subbank, and where the information further comprises a bit of information for each respective subbank.

18. A memory device comprising a request interface, a bank of memory, circuitry operable to service memory commands received at the request interface, a register operable to store information and circuitry operable to perform refresh of rows of memory cells within the bank of memory in response to a refresh command received at the request interface, where the memory device further comprises a first mode and a second mode, the memory device operable to exhibit a reduced power state in the second mode relative to the first mode, the memory device being operable in the second mode to limit application of the received refresh command to a specific portion of the bank of memory responsive to the state of the information stored in the register irrespective of the specific portion, the memory device not operable in the first mode to limit application of the received refresh command to the specific portion of the bank of memory.

19. The memory device of claim 18, where the circuitry operable to perform refresh of the rows of memory cells is operable to activate rows of memory associated with the specific portion and is operable to withhold activation of rows of memory not associated with the specific portion.

20. The memory device of claim 18, where the bank of memory comprises bank portions and where the information comprises a multibit word, each bit corresponding to one of the bank portions, each bit according to its state operable to indicate whether the corresponding bank portion is to receive application of the received refresh command or is to have application of the received refresh command withheld.

21. The memory device of claim 18, where the request interface is operable to receive at least one of a self-refresh command or an auto-refresh command and where the memory device is operable to limit application of the received at least one command to the specific portion according to the state of the information.

22. The memory device of claim 18, where the memory device is operable to receive the information in association with each memory command received at the request interface.

23. The memory device of claim 18, where the register is an enable register, where the memory device further comprises a configuration register operable to store an indicator identifying the first mode or the second mode, where the memory device is operable to apply one of the first mode or second mode in dependence on content of the configuration register, and where the indicator stored by the configuration register is independent from the information stored by the enable register.

24. The memory device of claim 23, further comprising an enable interface, where the memory device is to receive the information via the enable interface.

25. The memory device of claim 23, where the memory device is operable to dynamically change content of the configuration register in response to programming commands received at the request interface.

26. The memory device of claim 18, embodied as a dynamic random access memory (DRAM) memory device.

27. A memory apparatus comprising memory devices, each memory device having a request interface coupled in common to a shared request path, a bank of memory, and circuitry operable to service memory commands received at the request interface, each memory device further comprising a register operable to store information and circuitry operable to perform refresh of rows of memory cells within the respective bank of memory in response to a refresh command received at the respective request interface, where each memory device is operable to limit application of the received refresh command to a variable portion of the respective bank of memory responsive to the state of the information stored in the respective register.

28. The memory apparatus of claim 27, where the register of each memory device coupled in common to the shared request path is programmed to store common information, such that the variable portion of the bank of memory is programmed to be the same for each of the memory devices.

29. The memory apparatus of claim 27, embodied as a multi-chip module.

30. The memory apparatus of claim 27, where each memory device is embodied as a dynamic random access memory (DRAM) memory device.

31. The memory apparatus of claim 27, where the bank of each memory device further comprises bank portions; the register of each memory device stores a multibit word of the information, each bit of the multibit word corresponding to a respective one of the bank portions; and each memory device is operable to refresh rows of memory in each one of its bank portions according to the state of the corresponding bit of the multibit word of the information.

32. The memory apparatus of claim 31, where each bit is an enable bit and where each memory device is further operable
to perform memory transactions by activating only a select portion of at least one of a row or a column transfer for each memory transaction, where each of one or more subbanks corresponding to the select bank portion has a corresponding respective enable bit matching a first state, and where each of one or more subbanks not corresponding to the select bank portion has a corresponding respective enable bit matching a second state.

33. The memory apparatus of claim 31, where each memory device comprises four banks of memory, each bank of memory comprises four of the bank portions, and the circuitry operable to service memory commands received at the request interface is further operable to receive a bank address in association with each of the memory commands.

34. The memory apparatus of claim 33, where each bank portion comprises a respective subbank.

35. A memory device comprising a request interface, a bank of memory, and circuitry operable to service memory commands received at the request interface, the memory further comprising means for selectively limiting application of a refresh operation to a variable portion of the bank of memory.

* * * * *